THE MINT.	MJI
After they are reined, the rupees are put up by
weight in bags of Rs. 2,000. They are then* sent to
the bullion office to have thoir weight recorded, after
which they are delivered to the ringing department.
Here, every rupee is carefully examined on both surfaces
and also round the rim, and any that are defective art'
thrown out. The good coins are next struck against a,
stone ; if they give out a ringing sound they are passed,
if dumb they are rejected. They are now ready for issue.
The coming of goldmohurs is performed in-exactly
the same way as rupees.
The copper mint, however, has some slightly different"
processes. The metal is received from Australia in slabs
of the proper degree of purity. These are made red hot,
and in this condition are rolled out to the proper thick-
ness. Then the hot strips are plunged into a cold bath,
the sound made resembling the roar of a tiger. The
strips are next dipped into a hot sulphuric bath, to
remove any oxide, and from a dull iron colour they emerge
bright and coppery in hue. The other processes are
precisely the same as in the silver mint, except that the
process of counting is performed on tables having a
number of cavities. Rs. 50 worth of pice, or 3,200 pieces
fill up 400 holes in the table. When all the cavities
are charged, the bottom of the table is swung down, and
the pice drop into a bag held at the end of the shoot-
The copper ' scissel,* it may be added, not paying for
re-working, is sold to outside purchasers
In a tour round the Mint the visitor will also have
steen the engravers' room, where designs are cut into hard
steel dies; the vaults where all coin and bullion is locked
up at night and guarded by sentries ; the workshops
wnere the machinery is repaired and the boxes for pack-
ing up the copper coins are made; and the counting
room where the copper coins are finally packed* The
counting of the Mint, it may be mentioned, facilitated
by several ingenious processes, and tested at every point,
is so accurate that the currency office accepts tie Mint
seals on each box as a guarantee of correctness. It may
not be generally known that the Calcutta Mint is the
largest in the world. When employed to its full capacity,

